
All images Â© Stefan ZsaitsitsDespite their uncanny elements, the black-and-white worlds of Stefan Zsaitsits (previously) deftly encapsulate the ennui and angst of modern life. The meticulously cross-hatched scenes
depict solitary figures in states of psychological stress as they wrap their bodies around docks, cry profusely, and find themselves stuck under a thundercloud. Some of the lethargic, anxiety-ridden figures literally are
overwhelmed by the atmosphere or shown putting on a happy face.Zsatisits recently compiled 21 illustrations in a collection titled Wherever, which is available for purchase on his site. All works are 21 x 21 centimeters
and printed on 350 gram/meterÂ² cardboard. Explore an extensive collection of his earlier pieces on Instagram and Behance, where he also shares a behind-the-scenes video of his process.&nbsp;All images Â© Peng
Wei, courtesy of Tina Keng Gallery, shared with permissionThrough delicately layered flax and cotton paper, Peng Wei (previously) reconceptualizes common notions of femininity. The Chinese artist casts figurative
sculptures depicting only the human torso, which are shapely in front and abstractly gathered in back. Inky tableaus of spectral figures, scenes of war, and domestic tasks all evoking ancient Chinese narrativesâ€”like
Paragons of Feminine Virtue by Ming-dynasty thinker Lv Kun and Qing-dynasty novelist Pu Songling&#8217;s Strange Tales from the Chinese Studioâ€”envelop the exterior.Â Combined with evocative poses,
Peng&#8217;s freehand paintings subvert traditional understandings of women&#8217;s roles by removing their original context and displaying them anew.Many of the delicately sculpted works shown here are part of
Feminine Space, a collection that privileges the female vantage point, a statement says. Peng&#8217;s stance is less an insouciant look from afar than an earnest gaze that pierces through the ancient works of Chinese
literature. If you&#8217;re in Taiwan, Feminine Space is on view through January 30, 2021, at Tina Keng Gallery. Otherwise, explore more of Peng&#8217;s work on Artsy.&nbsp;ï»¿ï»¿ï»¿Japanese artist Yasuhiro
Suzuki long has wondered about what lies beneath the surface of Tokyo&#8217;s Sumida River, a question he&#8217;s symbolically remedied with a sleek vessel that unzips the middle of the waterway. Suzuki&#8217;s
Zip-Fastener Ship mimics the ubiquitous closures as it separates the central river with a wake that splays out just like the teeth-lined tape.Completed in 2004, the silver vessel grew out of an idea Suzuki had in 2002 after
he watched a ship glide down the waterway while flying overhead. The undertow of the boat, which travels back and forth between Azuma-bashi Bridge and Sakura-bashi Bridge, opened up the water like a zipper to
connect the other side of the river, he says. (I hoped) that it would change the way we look at the city landscape.Suzuki began an annual launch on the Sumida in 2018 and plans to shift his focus to the water&#8217;s
molecules in a future iteration, which you can follow on Instagram. (via Laughing Squid)&nbsp;All images Â© Jon Foreman, shared with permissionA scroll through Jon Foremanâ€™s Instagram proves just how prolific
the Wales-based artist has been this yearâ€”he&#8217;s collaborated with artist James Brunt (previously) on a few projects, too. From coils arranged in gradients to whirling patterns embedded in the sand,
Foreman&#8217;s land art sprawls across beaches and grassy patches in an impressive number of locations. Each work is precise in composition, perfectly matching size, hue, and shape into hypnotic works that contrast
the man-made construction with their organic backdrops.Because the outdoor projects are ephemeral in nature, Foreman (previously) offers prints of most pieces in his shop.&nbsp;&nbsp;ï»¿Siqi Song reminds us that the
simple traditions of home stick with us no matter how far we travel. The Los Angeles-based director and writer, who created the highly regarded animation SISTER about China&#8217;s one-child policy, released a new
stop-motion short about a girl who struggles to hold on to the remnants of a prized holiday ritual.THE COIN opens with a felt character hand-making dumplings to celebrate the Chinese New Year. A silver dollar is hidden
inside one of the pork-filled pockets, and according to tradition, whoever eats the dumpling with the coin would have a blessed year ahead. The fiber-based animation then follows the little girl as she grows up and leaves
home for Los Angeles, where she loses her cherished coin collection and desperately searches for a new one.Song shares behind-the-scenes shots on Instagram, in addition to making-of videos and full animations on
Vimeo. THE COIN also has a dedicated account that shares updates on the short film&#8217;s awards.&nbsp;All images via Marie-Claire Thomas/Wild Blue Media/Channel 4Archaeologists have discovered an enormous
collection of prehistoric art that spreads across a nearly eight-mile-long cliff within the Amazon rainforest. Now dubbed as the Sistine Chapel of the ancients, tens of thousands of paintings depict humans and animals like
sloths, horses, and the now-extinct palaeolama and mastodon. The latter creatures haven&#8217;t occupied regions in South America for almost 12,000 years, which has provided the British-Colombian archaeology team
with a timeline for the artworks&#8217; origins.Although the findings were discovered last year, they&#8217;ve been kept private because they&#8217;ll be presented as part of a Channel 4 documentary titled Jungle
Mystery: Lost Kingdoms of the Amazon, which airs this month. Archaeologist Ella Al-Shamahi, who is leading the television series, told The Guardian that the site, which is located in the SerranÃa de la Lindosa, required
a two-hour drive from San JosÃ© del Guaviare and an additional four-hour trek on foot to reach. â€œWhen we entered Farc territory, it was exactly as a few of us have been screaming about for a long time, Al-Shamahi
said. Exploration is not over. Scientific discovery is not over but the big discoveries now are going to be found in places that are disputed or hostile, noting that Colombia has been ravaged by a civil war for
decades.Because of the breadth of the paintingsâ€”some are so high on the cliff that they only can be studied with dronesâ€”researchers believe the findings will take generations to study. So far, though, they&#8217;ve
found traces of ochre pigments, in addition to renderings of hallucinogenic plants and depictions of people who appear to be bungee jumping.&nbsp;Colossal hasn&#8217;t shared a gift guide in a few yearsâ€”2020 is full
of surprisesâ€”but we&#8217;ve prepared our new list with two principles in mind: the desire to support small businesses and reduce giving items that&#8217;ll be forgotten in the closet or tossed after a year. Instead,
we&#8217;ve curated a collection of subscription boxes and kits centered around doing, whether that&#8217;s through learning a new craft, doodling, or kneading a loaf of bread.Check out our picks below, and for
similarly thoughtful options, head to Colossal&#8217;s Bookshop for a collection of craft- and art-centered titles.&nbsp;Art SnacksEach month, Art Snacks curates a selection of four to five high-quality art supplies along
with a menu describing the proper pairings and suggested usage for each item. There are boxes geared toward kids and adults, and members also get access to exclusive products and a discount in the
shop.&nbsp;Bread CultFor those who haven&#8217;t found themselves elbows-deep in flour and yeast in recent months, there&#8217;s a remedy in Bread Cult. The one-time kit includes reusable loaf pans, dough
scraper, recipe books, and some ingredients to join the secret society on a lifelong pursuit to make thy holiest bread.&nbsp;scribeddeliveryPen and paper devotees often have anecdotes about cracking open a new
notebook or scribbling on one page only to find the note months later, and scribeddelivery understands that passion well. The monthly subscription includes writing utensils, notebooks, and other curated items designed to
get folks jotting down lists and thinking up the next big idea.&nbsp;IndiespensableWe&#8217;ve been eyeing Powell&#8217;s bi-monthly subscription, Indiespensable, which pairs anticipated new reads with exclusive
author interviews, similar titles, and other edible goodies. As the name suggests, the service focuses on independent publishers, sharing the most enticing picks you&#8217;ll consume in one sittingâ€”plus chocolate and
snacks, too.&nbsp;The Sketchbook ProjectThe idea behind The Sketchbook ProjectÂ is simple: Order a sketchbook, fill it up, and send it back to us to be a part of the worldâ€™s largest collection of artist sketchbooks!
Your giftee might even see their work travel to popups and exhibitions across North America.&nbsp;Knit-WiseA buoy for cold-climate dwellers and anyone who likes to stay cozy, Knit-Wise ships pre-measured yarn and
patterns for creating wearables and home items based on skill level. There&#8217;s a monthly and quarterly option, in addition to a box geared toward crocheters, as well.ï»¿In collaboration with 4AM Gallery, Mural TX
presents the premiere of Mural Art Project, an organization that travels the world searching for locations full of wonder and inspiration to document the creations of world-class artists as they engage with the surrounding
area. Mural Art Project&#8217;s first iteration features Los Angeles-based artist Gregory Siff, who worked at the rugged Bell Rock landmark in Sedona Arizona.Throughout his body of workâ€”which includes pieces in a
diverse array of space like Swizz Beatzâ€™s Dean Collection, Deitch Projects, Santa Monica Museum of Art, Moscow Museum of Modern Art, Soho House New York, Soho House Miami, and Google headquartersâ€”Siff
taps into childhood nostalgia with joyful intention. His new project created with Mural Art Project captures these memories of his experience in Sedona with each painted element.To create Sky Lines, Siff worked on a clear
canvas, allowing the vibrant renderings to contrast the organic landscape. A short video produced by Mural Texas documents the creation of this iconic piece as the artist channels the energy of the location. Siff adds
about his experience:Once you realize the thing you love to do most, there is nothing more fulfilling than doing it in different environments around the world. To be under the Sedona sky among the most beautiful rock
formations that gripped me with internal energy, I was moved to tell a story that was unfolding on this adventure.Having spent time in the magical vortexes In Sedona, we knew this was the perfect place for the timeless
magic of Gregory Siff. Working with the elements of nature infuses a palpable electricity within the art; breathing life into it, as it takes the invisible field and makes it visible, 4AM Gallery writes about the project. This work
represents the unseen fifth-dimensional forces that are always with us, carrying us through the journey in the matrix of life.Mural TX is releasing six original works and four limited-edition printsâ€”titled Sky Lines,
Constellations, Crayons, and Sunset Soulâ€”to coincide with Siff&#8217;s on-site creation. Presented on technicolor, white, and deep blue backdrops, each print contains a series of black vignettes and is available from
the Mural Art Project shop.&nbsp;Gregory Siff works on Sky Line in Sedona. All images courtesy of Mural Art Project, shared with permissionSunset Soul (2020), print on archival Hahnemuhle photo paper, 24 x 38 inches.
Edition of 17, with a hand-embellished edition of eightConstellations (2020), print on archival Hahnemuhle photo paper, 24 x 38 inches. Edition of 17, with a hand-embellished edition of eightCrayons (2020), print on
archival Hahnemuhle photo paper, 24 x 38 inches. Edition of 17, with a hand-embellished edition of eightLactate (Midwinter) (2020), oil and acrylic on panel, 78 3/4 x 55 1/2 inches. All images Â© Glenn Brown, courtesy of
Max Hetzler, shared with permissionWinding lines and sinuous strands form the textured labyrinths that surround Glenn Brownâ€™s subjects. The uncanny portraiture that comprises his series And thus we
existedÂ seamlessly revitalizes icons of pop culture and art history with the London-based artist&#8217;s distinct aesthetic. Bold prismatic hues whirl in curling strokes that intertwine outward across each panel, centering
the figures while emphasizing the individual lines that provide their shape.Prior to painting a backdrop or enigmatic subject, Brown begins with a source image, whic
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